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“I Don’t Trust Any Air I Can’t See”



1.1 Conclusions 
• Air pollution has not been “solved” 

• Global regulatory and policy concepts must be adjusted and adapted 
to local circumstances

• Best practices include:
– Government spending on environment: 1% of GDP

– Multi-pollutant planning, to reveal energy, economic and environmental co-
benefits

– Governance structures at different levels (local, regional and national) that 
facilitate inter-disciplinary cooperation and input

• Energy efficiency* is a demonstrated and highly cost-effective policy 
to improve air quality

• Core programs must be maintained even as agencies face new, 
diverse and changing challenges

• Staff training and professional development are essential to promote 
career paths



1.2 Issues To Ponder
• Air pollution is a top ten cause of death and disease 

globally 

– Millions are disabled and experience a lower quality 
of life for decades before they die

• No region well integrates energy and environmental 
policy

– Externalities are not fully priced or recognized

– Constraints continue to be imposed upon one 
discipline by the other

• Personal accountability for decision-makers can 
encourage performance (carrot/stick)

• If we know it’s better and cheaper to do it right the first 
time, why don’t we?
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1.3 Where Is the Good News?

• Mexico’s Climate Change Law links 
several departments and requires 
cross-agency planning

• RAP’s IMPEAQ model process 
suggests how agencies can link air and 
energy policies

• China’s regional air quality plans

• EPA’s Clean Power Plan (111d) is 
stimulating state and regional thinking 
about how to address pollution



2. China Perspectives

• ,



2.1 China Background
• 1.4 billion people

• “Slow” GDP growth is 
7.5%

– Forecasted to gradually 
decrease to 2.5% by 
2041-2050.

– When does “peak coal” 
occur?

• Co-control of NOX, VOC, 
PM2.5 is essential

• Pollution is affecting the 
intensity and track of 
Pacific storm systems

• .

Pollution transport to South Korea, Japan, 
Taiwan is affecting international relations



2.2 China Pollution and Responses
• PM2.5 levels are 10x greater than USA, WHO standards, and 

pollution is becoming more frequent and pervasive

– Pollution damages are 1.2-3.8% of GDP (World Bank, 2007)

• State Council “Ten Measures” requires comprehensive, 
broad, aggressive actions

– Mayors and high level officials are personally accountable for 
results

• Lessons from 2008 Beijing Olympics : $51 billion spent,  
shutting down/relocating sources does not work 
relocated facilities expanded, did not install best controls = 
widespread and extreme pollution levels

• Enforcement and implementation require strengthening

– new penalty law adopted earlier in 2014

• Energy and environment structures are not integrated

– Air Law amendments being discussed now
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2.3 Smoggy Morning, Blue Sky Afternoon

• .
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2.4 USA, Europe Were Polluted Too

1943, LA air pollution
1943年，洛杉矶光化学
烟雾

@ 2014，中国北京

2013, Beijing in smog
2013年，灰霾中的北京

1952,London Great Smog
1952年，伦敦烟雾

1948 Donora smog
1948年，多诺拉烟雾

1930，Meuse Valley fog
1930年，马拉河谷烟雾

2013, Harbin in smog
2013年，灰霾中的哈尔滨

Yesterday, international smog cities
曾经，国际重污染城市

Today, China
今天，中国
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2.5 USA and Europe Today Experience Much 

Improved Air Quality

1
2

@ 2014，中国北京

2013, Beijing in smog
2013年，灰霾中的北京

Today, Los Angeles
今天，洛杉矶

Today，Meuse Valley 
今天，马拉河谷

2013, Harbin in smog
2013年，灰霾中的哈尔滨

Today, new blue skies

今天，新的蓝天

Today，Donora Town 
今天，多诺拉

Today, London 
今天，伦敦

Today, China
今天，中国
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2.6 Benefits from China’s 
Regional Air Quality Plans

• Emissions: by 2015:
– NOX reduced by 3.59 

million tons

– SO2 by 2.28 million 
tons

– PM by 1.48 million 
tons

• Economic benefits to 
society by 2015:
– $317 billion

• Energy:
– Thermal upgrades for 

residential buildings 
and small 
industrial/commercial 
sector

• Clean Fuels:
– Connect additional 

residential buildings to 
district heating

– Convert district heating 
from coal to gas
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2.7 Potential Chinese Exports?

• Co-control of multiple pollutants, ranked by efficacy 
and cost-effectiveness (see next slide)

• Bonuses and promotions of government officials based 
on their abilities to meet targets in Five Year Plans

– Failure to meet goals: no new projects approved, official(s) 
may be relocated

• Pay for energy audits for small industrial boilers

• Differential pricing: power companies that install air 
pollution controls are paid slightly higher rate and are 
dispatched sooner
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2.8 Urumqi, China: 
Top Down Tons for NOX

.



3. United States Perspectives

,



3.1 United States Background

• Clean Air Act framework is solid
– “strongest environmental law in the world”*

• State and EPA preference for mono-pollutant 
end of pipe control approach is changing

• EPA’s Clean Power Plan is a game-changer
• EPA continues to win solid legal victories: 

GHG, transport rule. Up next: ozone
• States and regions thinking modular, how to 

leverage clean energy investments
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3.2 USA Ozone Concentrations
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Coal and Gas Price Trends



Alpha Natural Resources
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+7% MW = +93% NO
X
!



Solar and Wind Technology Costs Have 
Decreased 58 and 78%, Since 2008



4. Strategies to Align Policy with Public 
Health, Economics, etc



4.1 Why Not Align Regulations?

• We breathe on an integrated basis, so we should 
plan and regulate on an integrated basis

• Little progress will be made if AQ, energy, and 
climate regulators:
– Do not talk to each other

– Choose to remain ignorant of important aspects of 
each other’s area of responsibility

– Are prohibited from considering each other’s goals by 
legal, institutional, or political boundaries
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4.2 Multi-Pollutant Measures (e.g., EE) 
Offer Extraordinary Co-Benefits
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US$ / MWh

(Source:
RAP, 2012, 
Vermont Data)



4.3 Synergistic 
Effects of a

Multi-Pollutant 
Approach

Offer Economic 
Benefits

Design Task:  Reduce air pollution 
health impacts by 50%.

(Source: Based upon Bollen et al, 
2009 cited in RAP 2012, Integrating 
Energy and Environmental Policy)



4.4 EE Impacts in ISO-NE Forecasts
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These graphics illustrate the impact of the energy-efficiency forecast on both the peak demand 

forecast and the long-term load forecast for the region as a whole.  

 

The blue line in both charts is the baseline load forecast. Again, this is how peak demand and 

energy consumption would trend if NO EE savings were taken into account. The red line 

reflects the energy-efficiency savings that have been acquired through the Forward Capacity 

Market for the next three years; in this forecast, the amount of energy savings from the FCM is 

held constant after the third year. And the black line shows the results of the energy-efficiency 

forecast: increasing amounts of energy-efficiency savings, which reduces the long-term forecast 

for both annual electricity consumption and peak demand. 

 

 

 

These results have  already led to the cancellation of 10 planned 
transmission upgrades in New Hampshire and Vermont, saving $260 million.



4.5 Integrated, Multi-pollutant Planning 
for Energy and Air Quality (IMPEAQ)

Integrated 
Resource Planning 

(IRP): Forward-
looking focus by 

energy regulators 
on ways to meet 
electric system 

reliability needs at 
least-cost, but 
ignores public 

health and 
environmental 
“externalities.”

State 
Implementation 

Plans (SIPs):  
Backward-looking 
focus by air quality 

regulators on 
achieving AQ 

standards, but 
ignores reliability, 
cost, and (as yet) 

climate issues.

Best-of-both: Forward-
looking focus integrating 
energy reliability, cost, air 

quality, climate, etc.



5.1 Bay Area AQ Management District 
(California, 2010)

• First comprehensive, multi-pollutant clean air 
plan in the US; and the first to start with explicit 
public health goals

• Developed “Multi-Pollutant Estimation Method” 
tool (MPEM) to achieve public health goals by 
developing a value – including co-benefits – for 
each ton of pollution reduced

• Includes 55 control measures; many of which 
simultaneously reduce air pollutants and GHGs
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5.2 New York State (~2010-2013)

• Working with NESCAUM and EPA to identify an 
integrated set of policies to jointly reduce air 
pollutants (including mercury) and GHGs 

• Proposed measures are modeled for:
o Impacts on energy sector

o Local economic effects

o Costs and benefits

o Reductions in ambient PM2.5 and ozone levels

• EPA’s participation will help future states meet 
required AQ plans in an integrated fashion
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5.3 Maryland (~2009-2013)   (1)

• Doing multi-pollutant approach by evaluating 
co-benefits of measures (to work around single-
pollutant laws)

• Is depending on EE/RE to help address: 
– PM2.5

– Ozone

– New SO2, NO2, and Pb standards

– State-required GHG reduction plan

– Deposition to Chesapeake Bay

– Environmental justice concerns
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5.4 Maryland (~2009-2013) (2)

• Multi-pollutant framework being applied:  

1. Quantify the emission reductions of multiple 
pollutants for a broad suite of EE/RE measures

2. Model the reductions in ambient ozone, PM2.5, and 
other pollutants from those emission reductions 

3. Estimate the public health benefits associated with 
improved ambient pollution levels, and

4. Quantify the economic benefits and costs  
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6.1 Conclusions

1. Why not pursue integrated measures that provide multiple 
economic, resource, and public health benefits

2. Politicians are unlikely to pursue integration until regulators do, 
and regulators can often be prescriptive about the objectives, 
coordination, processes, and methods for programs and plans.

3. Jurisdictions in the US are beginning to undertake integrated 
planning approaches (despite little help from the federal 
government)

4. Expertise with, and outcomes of, integrated approaches are 
improving with experience; sharing of best practices soon possible

5. Jurisdictions that don’t pursue integrated approaches will be at an 
economic disadvantage, public health disadvantage, or both
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7.1 Recommended Reading

• Integrated, Multi-pollutant Planning for Energy and Air 
Quality (IMPEAQ), Christopher James and Ken Colburn, RAP 
March 2013.

http://www.raponline.org/document/download/id/6440

• Legal Issues in Integrated, Multi-Pollutant Planning for 
Energy and Air Quality, Shawna Ganley and Shelley Welton, 
Columbia Law School Center for Climate Change Law, April 2013.

http://www.raponline.org/document/download/id/6568

• Quantifying the Air Quality Impacts of Energy Efficiency 
Policies and Programs, John Shenot, 2013 
http://www.raponline.org/document/download/id/6680
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The Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP) is a global, non-profit team of experts that 
focuses on the long-term economic and environmental sustainability of the power 
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